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4430
HONKASAARI
61°32,4´N 28°35,5´E
Chart Nr 214
GRADE ***
HARBOR
The harbor is located in the west side of the cape and has buoys for mooring. It is easy to
reach the shore also with large boats. The harbor is open to south and west winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace and firewood, toilet, info point.
SURROUNDINGS
This sunny rocky beach is located on a beautiful cape in the middle of open lake area.
4517
ISO-KANKAINEN
61°48,0´N 28°55,6´E
Seekartte Nr 218,219
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor has a dock that makes landing also with large boats easy. The harbor is open
to western winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, trash cans.
SURROUNDINGS
A green island with beautiful sunsets.
4496
JUUVINSAARI
61°46,6´N 28°42,6´E
Chart Nr 218, 219
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor is located on the south side of the island. It has a dock that makes landing
easy also with large boats and provides a good shelter from winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace, firewood, toilet.
SURROUNDINGS
A rocky islands with a landscape that is hard to beat. An amazingly beautiful archipelago
with narrow straits is a real treat to a traveller.
4520
KESAMONSAARI
(Piispan huvila)
61°47,5´N 28°46,3´E
Chart Nr 221
GRADE *****
HARBOR
There are two docks in the harbor, the smaller of which is free for everyone to use. The
harbor provides a good shelter from winds.
SERVICES
Grill shelter, sauna, toilet, trash cans.
SURROUNDINGS
The harbor is located on a beautiful spot on the route south from Savonlinna. There is a
beautiful, old-fashioned country landscape with a villa built in 1895.

4505
KOIVUKANTA
61°49,2´N 28°43,9´E
Chart Nr. 218
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor is located in a bay and has a dock that makes landing easy also with large
boats.
SERVICES
Grill shelter, fireplace, toilet, trash cans. Suitable also for people with reduced mobility.
SURROUNDINGS
The harbor is located on the mainland and can also be reached with a car. A beautiful
area with many beautiful bays.
4560
KOIVUNIEMI
SAIMAAN RYSÄ
61°35,6´N 29°01,3´E
Chart Nr 220
GRADE ***
HARBOR
The harbor has a good dock and is suitable for large boats.
SERVICES
Sauna, shop, restaurant, toilet, trash cans.
SURROUNDINGS
A farm house and holiday cottages.
4572
KONGONSAARI, KOUKKUNIEMI
61°42,2´N 29°02,8´E
Chart Nr 221
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor is located in a bay on the east side of the island. The steep bottom makes
landing also with large boats possible. The harbor provides a good shelter from winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, trash cans.
SURROUNDINGS
A beautiful sandy island on the route south from Savonlinna.
4552
KONGONSAARI, PÄÄSKYNIEMI
61°42,9´N 28°58,8´E
Chart Nr 219
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The sandy beach is quite shallow, but the shore next to the beach can be reached also
with large boats
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet.
SURROUNDINGS
A beautiful natural harbor with a nice sandy beach.
445KYLMÄSAARI
62°37,5´N 28°15,1´E
Chart Nr 215
GRADE ***

HARBOR
The harbor is on the south-west side of the island. There is a dock in the harbor and it is
easy to reach also with large boats.
SERVICES
Grill shelter, toilet.
SURROUNDINGS
The island is rocky but offers great scenery with large birches and pine trees.
4460
LINNAVUORI, Sulkava
61°45,1´N 28°19,2´E
Chart Nr 215, 217
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor is easily reachable also with large boats thanks to the steep bottom and the
dock. When approaching the harbor from Sulkava there is a 12 meter high bridge. The
harbor is open to west winds.
SERVICES
Grill shelter, toilet.
SURROUNDINGS
A very impressive rocky hill that offers an amazing view to Sulkava area. Refuge hill from
iron age.
4564
MUSTASAARI
61°39,0´N 29°06,8´E
Chart Nr 220
GRADE **
HARBOR
The harbor is located on the north side of the island. The bottom is shallow and the shore
cannot be reached with large boats without a dingy.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet.
SURROUNDINGS
The southernmost harbor of the Pihlajavesi area.
4548
PESOLANSAARI
Mitinhiekka
61°41,7´N 28°58,2´E
Seekartte Nr 219
GRADE *****
HARBOR
The harbor has a good dock that makes landing possible also with large boats.
SERVICES
Grill shelter, toilet.
SURROUNDINGS
One of the best beaches with fine sand on the route south from Savonlinna.
4472
PETROSAARI
61°37,3´N 28°32,8´E
Chart Nr 216
GRADE ***
HARBOR
The harbor can be easily reached also with large boats and provides a good shelter from
winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, trash cans.

SURROUNDINGS
High, rocky island with a great view to the lake area.
4434
RUUNASAARI
61°36,0´N 28°26,4´E
Seekartte Nr 215 , 216
GRADE ***
HARBOR
The harbor has buoys and steep rocks that are good for mooring. The harbor is easily
reachable also with large boat.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet.
SURROUNDINGS
A rocky beach facing south
4616
SAVONSAARET
61°44,5´N 29°19,4´E
Cart Nr 221
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor is located in the northern coast of the island and is easy to reach also with
large boats. The harbor is open to northwest winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet.
SURROUNDINGS
The island is south from Punkaharju and has clear water.
4522
SUURI-SIMUNA
62°49,8´N 28°54,1´E
Chart Nr 218
GRADE ***
HARBOR
The harbor is located in a sheltered bay that can be reached through a narrow strait. It
can be reached also with large boats.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, trash cans.
SURROUNDINGS
A green island with beautiful straits and shallow bays.
4556
TETRINIEMI
61°39,3´N 28°53,9´E
Chart Nr 220
Bewertung ****
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The bottom is quite shallow and therefore the shore cannot be reach with large boats.
The harbor is open to southern winds.
SERVICES
Grill shelter, toilet, trash cans.
SURROUNDINGS
A sandy cape surrounded by open lake area.
TUOHISTONSAARI
61°47,5´N 28°37,5´E

Seekartte Nr 218
Bewertung ****
Hafen
Hafenplatz liegt in einem Bucht an der nördlichen Küste des felsigen Insels . Hafen ist
geschützt. Auch mit großen Boten leicht erreichbar.
Service
Lagerfeuerlpatz,Toilett, Mülltonne.
Zusatzinformation
Neben den Felsen gibt es ein Stückhen von Sandstrand.
4526
UURAANSAARI
61°49,8´N 28°54,1´E
Chart Nr 218
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor is located in a sheltered sandy bay on the north side of the island. It is easy to
reach also with large boats.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, trash cans.
SURROUNDINGS
The harbor is easy to reach and close to the center of Savonlinna.
4568
VUORILAHTI
Tynkkylän Loma
61°36,9´N 29°13,9´E
Chart Nr 220
GRADE *****
HARBOR
There is a good dock that makes landing also with large boats easy. The harbor is open
to north-west winds.
SERVICES
Grill shelter, toilet, trash cans, restaurant, grocery store (2,5km), museum.
SURROUNDINGS
A traditional Finnish country landscape that offers entertainment for the whole family.

